LOREM IPSUM MAECENAS

E-Bicycle Power Controller

energy recovery option
high integration
digital vector control
lithyum based battery management
Iout 3 phases sinusoidal
CAN bus / serial interfaces
up to 750W

The e-bicycle powertrain controller is the RGM brand new hundreds-of-watt, low-voltage battery
class inverter controller device. It performs the control of a sensorless BLDC three-phases motor
dedicated to empower an electrical bicycle by a center-frame e-motor + gearbox assembly
connected to the chain.
The RGM device can manage the energy recovery while braking, in the case of vehicles which has
the power chain configurated to do it.
High integration, digital control and sophisticated modulation algorithms, together with the capability
of supplying and manage several kind of pedal sensors, are the most valuable features of this stateof-the-art device.
The peculiar PCB based heat transfer assembly, and the placement of the components on a single
side allows the use of a simple aluminum plate as heatsink, which can be fastened to any case
without special and costly mounting solutions.

E-Bicycle Power Controller
DEVICE SPECIFICATIONS
DSP based converter for bicycle powertrain management with
torque sensors and BMS management / interfaces

Control featuring

Digital vector control (sensorless); 3 phases sinusoidal PM motor;
energy flow management; low losses, flexible multi-paths
modulation; CAN bus communication line

Further features

Vehicle lights supply; vehicle dashboard supply

Battery voltage

25 to 48 VDC (nominal: 37 VDC)

Motor current

Max 28 Arms

Nominal power

Up to 750W

Dimensions (mm.)

External circle diameter = 140 mm.

Weight

80 gr (electronics) + 90 gr (heatsink)
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